Automate Meal Delivery Tracking with the Mobile Meals App for SERVtracker.

ELIMINATE DRIVER ROUTE SHEETS AND GAIN REAL-TIME CLIENT DATA WITH THIS PAPERLESS SOLUTION

With the Mobile Meals App for SERVtracker, meal delivery takes a giant leap forward in efficiency and simplicity. Fully integrated with SERVtracker – a leading software management solution for senior services agencies – the Mobile Meals App solves meal delivery challenges for both drivers and agency managers.

PAPERLESS PRODUCTIVITY
Imagine meal delivery without driver route sheets and laborious manual data entry at the end of the day. The Mobile Meals App will allow meal delivery managers to:

- Push route sheets to individual drivers' phones and tablets
- Give drivers access to GPS coordinated mapping and street by street directions
- Enable on-site, real-time data capture and upload for functions such as delivery confirmation or information on delivery issues or undelivered meals
- Eliminates the need to manually reconcile daily delivery details with automated delivery synchronization into SERVtracker
- Save substantial money on paper costs (this alone may offset the cost of going mobile)

WIRED WORKFORCE
Real-time tracking of drivers as well as immediate upload of delivery information provides better delivery accountability, keeps deliveries running smoothly and quickly resolves issues. With features such as date and time stamps, driver and customer validation, nothing is left to question. Employees are more efficient, more accurate, and have less risk of accident without cumbersome paperwork to manage in the vehicle.
MOBILE APP DASHBOARD

This “green” Mobile Meals App is supported by the Mobile App Dashboard. Real-time meal delivery management is captured through a clean and simplistic view of all route delivery details, so you know what has and has not been delivered immediately. Easily manage an “Issues log” that will notify your staff when clients are not home during attempted delivery. This allows for immediate follow-up by your staff to ensure the safety of the client. Meal delivery coordinators have the ability to view a driver’s GPS location on a map at any time.

Access to real-time driver GPS locations allow managers to see exactly where drivers are to make changes, deal with delivery issues, and more.

Call us today for a FREE demonstration
800-886-2818
or visit www.accessiblesolutions.com/acmobileapp

NS Nutrition Services

Benefits
- Paperless “Green” Solution
- Reduced Data Entry
- HIPAA Compliant and Secure Wireless Communication
- Efficient & Accountable
- Easy to Use & Implement
- Real-Time Issue Management
**WHY ACCESSIBLE SOLUTIONS?**

- We know the intricate demands of your agency because we only work with organizations that serve the aging population.
- We understand what it means to manage records of clients, employees, vendors and volunteers in the same database, each with their own set of requirements.
- We recognize the challenges of running a business that must schedule, track and report on services that are delivered by staff and volunteers – accurately and on time.
- We appreciate the challenges that agencies face to deliver world-class services to an increasing number of clients with shrinking budgets and reduced support services.

---

**WHAT WE OFFER**

**IN HOME SERVICES**

- Make management of personal care, homemaking, home health care, respite care and case management easier, more efficient, more effectively tracked and billed, and more mobile.

**IN FACILITY SERVICES**

- Take charge of case management, care planning, adult day care, transportation, congregate dining and referrals with a complete management, tracking and reporting system.

**NUTRITION SERVICES**

- Take away the complexity of managing meal services with automated and efficient systems for home delivered meals, congregate dining, volunteer management and use of touch screen, bar code and mobile technology.

---

**CALL US TODAY FOR A FREE DEMO!**

www.accessiblesolutions.com  800.886.2818